Drone Technology 2017:

TODAY’S CHANGES
AND EDUCATION’S
TOMORROWS

Change is the law
of life. And those
who look only to
the past or present
are certain to miss
the future.
- John

F. Kennedy

The best
way to
predict the
future is to
create it.
- Peter Drucker

More and more educators and employers face a common, critical challenge: responding to unprecedented -and exponentially accelerating --technological, economic and political change.
In one way or another, those of us dedicated to being forces for positive change in workforce development must
fundamentally change how we see our value and roles.
We are now in a state of “permanent revolution” where individual and organizational success will depend not
only on the ability to adapt but on the ability to foresee.
We are no longer just the professional maintainers of the present. We can no longer rely on what happened in
the past or what is working now to shape our plans and activities.
We must now be the predictors and visionaries as well. We must become futurists.
ProSearch™ reports like this one are resources for invested stakeholders to intelligently extend the range of their
planning vision -- and critical thinking -- to one, three, five, and even ten years into the future.
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They are invaluable elements when creating an
actionable vision of the future by looking at major
trends-- technological, economic, political and social
among others-- that will impact our stakeholders
ProSearch™ tracks and shares critical trends derived from
the most accurate, up-to-date and comprehensive range
of future-focused quantitative and qualitative sources.
The results of this analysis can be used to stimulate
discussion, shape thinking and significantly increase the
range of opportunities for innovation. The ProSearch™
results add to legitimacy, utility and validity of the plans
and insights for planning and visioning sessions.

This ProSearch™ Report examines
the potential long-term impact of
Autonomous Technology Systems, in this
case drones, with particular focus on the
critical role community colleges will play
in the evolution of this technology.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

“The potential of drones is powerful. It’s an automated
collectivization of information. Our current economy
is primed on garnering data and making sense of it.
Though we can collect clicks and taps on computer,
real-world data collection is still in its infancy. Drone
technology introduces a cost-effective method to
gather data that’s too dangerous or too expensive for
human labor. Drones aren’t hardware technology; it’s
information technology.”
Byran Galusha, Co-Founder, Fighting Walrus1

Major Trends Shaping the Future of ATS (Autonomous Technology Systems) and Education:
• Rapidly expanding economic and occupational sector: The drone-related commercial industry will
expand to $13.6 billion by 2020 generating 100,000 by 2025
• Widespread Use of Drones: In 2016, 42,000 commercial drones in operation, a number projected to
reach 442,000 by 2021. At the current rate of growth there is a strong probability that this will exceed
1.6 million aircraft by 2021.
• Popular Adoption: In 2016, over 1.1 million small model hobbyist UAS (unmanned aircraft system)
vehicles were purchased; the Federal Aviation Administration predicts this will increase to 3.5 million by
2021.
• Innovative and Expanding Applications: Drone applications are effective in many industries including
agriculture, shipping, construction, surveying, insurance, weather monitoring, public safety, law
enforcement, cinematography, and more.
• Rapidly Evolving Technologies: Drones are progressively becoming platforms for other rapidly evolving
technologies; there is no single “drone technology” but many technologies attached to and influencing
the future of ATS;
• Occupational and Educational Complexity: No one set of skills, instructional department, classes
or majors will completely respond to the emerging drone field nor will there be a single drone
occupational designation. As such, instruction, training, and education will need to adapt to this reality
increasingly over time.
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DRONES: TRENDS AND IMPLICATIONS
There are a great many factors – technological, economic, occupational, and political – coming together
to shape the future of education focused on UAS’s and drones. This complex input is creating an equally
complex set of outputs, reactions, and responses. In many ways, the policies and practices developing around
drones will be a model for those that extend into other areas of industry, education and employment including
information technology and advanced manufacturing.
By its very nature “drone education” will cut across sectors and industries: the skills and knowledge needed
when designing, manufacturing, using, and selling drones steps outside of neat departmental and occupational
boundaries. Examining the currently available information on drone education – including summative, formative,
retrospective, predictive, quantitative, and qualitative—from a variety of sources, a set of predictive trends has
been identified and these are listed below. It cannot be stressed enough: these are predictive trends that will
themselves evolve over time.
• A convergence around a cluster of hardware and software technological innovations will lead to a
similar integration and alignment of curricula and programs across disciplines, departments, and
colleges all focused on UAS;
• Interdisciplinary and cross-institution alignment will become increasingly critical to the success of
students both during and after their time in the community college;
• Given the rapid technological change and its impact on occupational and economic growth, increased
and even unprecedented collaboration involving UAS faculty, deans, and employers will become
necessary;
• Education and industry collaboration will be consistently closer, more direct, and increasingly a shared
responsibility;
• Investments and leveraged resources from local, regional, state, and national sources, as well as the
private sector, will be critical to innovation and growth in drone education;
• The increased market for commercial drones – much larger than hobbyist and military combined – will
shape the kind of student and the skills, abilities, and knowledge that employers need;
• Occupations seemingly tangential to drones – such as deep data collection and analysis, and facilities
and fleet management—will grow quickly and represent significant opportunities for both students and
incumbent workers in a wide variety of industries;
• The complexity of occupational opportunities and the skills, knowledge, and abilities associated
with them will result in an increased number of “extreme learners”— students who create their own
customized instructional and occupational pathways;
• Proliferation of non-credit, continuing education, community education, and for-credit certifications and
degrees offered by community colleges, universities, as well as private and independent colleges and
schools with local, regional and, increasingly, state and national reach;
• The K-12 system will be an essential partner in developing a pipeline of new students ready to continue
along the UAS career pathway; and
• Increasing adoption of drones into the classroom across disciplines to support STEM/STEAM education.
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The best way to
predict the future is
to create it.
- Peter Drucker

CURRENT STATE
OF INDUSTRY

The Federal Aviation Administration defines unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) as “an aircraft without a human
pilot onboard… the UAS is controlled from an operator on the ground.”2 Government agencies have been using
drones since 2000 primarily for reconnaissance, weapons targeting, and air strikes in coordination with missiles.
In 2016, 90% of global drone spending was on military drones.3 In the United States alone, the budget for drone
warfare has increased from $667 million in 2002 to more than $3.9 billion today, according to the Congressional
Research Service. The number of drones in military service increased from 167 to nearly 7,500 in that same time
period.
The White House is interested in promoting the development and commercialization of emerging technologies
and in speeding the development of unmanned aerial vehicles or drones and 5G wireless technology. With that
in mind, drone makers, wireless communications companies, and venture capitalists were convened to look at
ways the government can help speed new technologies to the marketplace as a way of spurring job growth. The
chief executives of unmanned aerial system companies have attended these White House sessions.
As the drone industry continues to expand it will become of more critical interest to the Administration. This will
likely impact the distribution of funding for education and training (possibly including apprenticeships which are
a very visible part of the current Administration’s policies and plans) thereby providing the resources needed for
expansion and innovation. The private sector is also enthusiastically investing in the drone industry.
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The hobbyist drone industry is expected to reach 3.5 million vehicles by 2021. Small drones may be a hobbyist
delight but the commercial applications are touching every industry imaginable and generating intense
investments. In 2014, according to CB Insights of New York, venture capitalists invested $111 million in drones
and over $450 million in 2015.4 According to a September 2017 article in The Economist Technology Quarterly,
Taking Flight: Civilian Drones, there has been more drone investment within the private sector than ever
before.5

(AUVSI) - “THE ECONOMIC IMPACT OF UNMANNED AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS INTEGRATION IN THE UNITED STATES.” Mar. 2013,
higherlogicdownload.s3.amazonaws.com/AUVSI/958c920a-7f9b-4ad2-9807-f9a4e95d1ef1/UploadedImages/New_Economic%20
Report%202013%20Full.pdf.

As public and private investment in drones continues to grow locally, nationally, and internationally, there is an
increasing amount of innovation and opportunity for drone manufacturers, enthusiasts, trainers, and job seekers.
While much of the government investments have been on traditional uses, the increasing private investments
and government convening mentioned earlier, indicate that the future is bright for the UAS industry. Next we will
look at some of the trends already occurring and predicted for the future.
Private sector innovation is driving the trend toward faster and cheaper options geared for commercial use and
mass market production. The Association for Unmanned Vehicle Systems International (AUVSI), predicts the
commercial drone industry will create over 100,000 new jobs by 2025, with an economic impact of $13.6 billion
within the first 3 years of integration into the National Airspace System (NAS). In 2016, nearly 110,000 commercial
drones were purchased, and the industry is expected to reach 2.8 million consumer drones in 2017. The number
of commercial UAS aircraft may reach as many as 1.6 million by 2021.7
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An industry report released by Drone Analyst8, titled Commercial Drones: Current State of the US Industry, noted
that investments in drone technology from January 2015 through May 2015 totaled $172 million — more than
the total from the previous five years combined. The report predicted that by 2019, the commercial small-UAS
sector would have revenue of more than $5.1 billion — five times the revenue of the consumer drone market
and more than twice the revenues of the combined military and civil market currently dominating the industry.
Furthermore, the report says, “the market’s main driver will be the services associated with drones, such as fleet
management systems and data processing.” The author of the report pointed out: “A massive amount of data
needs to be manipulated in complex ways…that’s where the money is being made.”8
The commercial drone industry is still in its earliest stages. With less than two years since the drone registry
was initiated, drones have been able to disrupt a large variety of industries including agriculture, construction,
insurance, public safety and disaster management, law enforcement, real estate, defense, 3D mapping,
cinematography, telecommunications, weather monitoring, and freight transport. In most of these industries,
drones will not necessarily replace the current workforce but will enhance their work. Through the use of
drones, the workers will be able to make observations that were previously unobtainable due to human risk,
considerable expense, or other extraneous factors.
Many drones are still in the testing phases with a good number expected to be released to the markets within
the next three years. Facebook, Google, Walmart, and Amazon are all currently developing proprietary drone
programs and other companies are integrating commercial drones into their operations. Increasingly, drones
will become more visible parts of our daily lives, flying above us to help drive efficiency, service, and security. As
an example in March 2017, Walmart filed a patent for drones operating within its stores to assist staff in fetching
products for customers from across the store and in the back room.9 There would be latches or nets attached
to the drones so that they could carry the items to one of the designated drop-off locations in the store. This will
help to expedite the process for customers to get what they need and improve overall satisfaction of the in-store
experience.
FAA and NASA: Safety for the Sky
FAA Administrator Michael Huerta predicts that construction will lead the commercial drone market “with
the 10 largest worldwide construction firms all already deploying or experimenting with drone systems”10
Huerta’s top priority is making sure that the skies are safe for everyone to fly. With 320,000 registered aircraft
currently zooming around the world, authorities need to be able to see where all aircraft are flying and how
many are flying at any given time. There have been some close calls near airports where drones have flown
dangerously close to airliners. One idea is to attach transponders to drones like planes have today to share
location and position. Huerta says that industry people are meeting in Washington “to agree on standards for
what technology drones should use to identify themselves, what information they should broadcast and at what
frequency.”
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The FAA sought to create a drone registration program in order to track drones. However, this was taken to
court by John Taylor and ruled unlawful in 2017.11 With a $5 registration fee, the FAA raised over $3 million with
nearly 800,000 American registrants, but had no success leveraging the database in any enforcement of legal
flying procedures. The FAA now encourages people to register voluntarily in the hope that the database will
serve well as an investigative or research tool.
In response to the increasing proliferation of small drones, in June 2016, the FAA introduced new regulation
called Part 107. The regulation defines small drones as those weighing less than 55 pounds upon takeoff and
provides guidelines for commercial drone pilots.12 These regulations incorporate safety measures including
a requirement that drones be within the visual line of sight (VLOS) of pilots. This initial regulation structured
the emerging small drone industry and has been a model for licensing for drone pilots, operation restrictions,
and application as other countries begin to implement their own drone legislation. According to a September
2017 article in Aviation Today, “60,000 people have obtained remote pilot certificates” under the FAA Part 107
regulations.13
NASA is developing an autonomous system for drones that could prevent crashes and allow drones to be
identified while flying. In terms of security and safety, drones can “go rogue” if a
pilot loses control or connectivity with the drone. There are also many gray areas as
to where drones cannot fly versus no-fly zones designated by the FAA. To ensure
concrete safety measures, NASA has created a software program called Safeguard that directs the drone to
“drone suicide” if it trespasses in no-fly zones. “Safeguard monitors the drone’s proximity to FAA-designated
no-fly-zones like airports, military installations, and stadiums. If the drone gets too close (however close
authorities decide that to be), Safeguard instructs it to land. Should it continue flying, the software—which works
independently of the drone’s flight controls—assumes a system failure and cuts off power. The drone falls from
the sky like a stone.”14
The software has been in development for years and has just completed NASA’s software compliance process
in July 2017. It is based on the concept of geofencing, creating invisible boundaries for restricted airspace.
Safeguard uses an algorithm to navigate the geofences which is atypical. Location software typically relies on
GPS to retrieve a signal for a geofence but that signal can easily be lost. The Safeguard software will not likely
be available for personal use but rather for “commercial drones for tasks near no-fly zones with few people
around. Like, say, an aerial inspection of power lines near an airport, or a search-and-rescue mission near a
military base.” This is a revolutionary product that will help keep people and institutions safe from mischievous
drone behavior.14
NASA is attempting to solve another one of the most crucial obstacles facing drones today: “... there is no
established infrastructure to enable and safely manage the widespread use of low-altitude airspace and UAS
operations, regardless of the type of UAS”.15 With drones now flying across myriad sectors, there needs to be a
system in place to regulate traffic that complements our current transportation system.
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Leveraging their competencies from establishing the air traffic control system, NASA is developing a UAS
Traffic Management (UTM) system that “would enable safe and efficient low-altitude airspace operations by
providing services such as airspace design, corridors, dynamic geofencing, severe weather and wind avoidance,
congestion management, terrain avoidance, route planning and re-routing, separation management, sequencing
and spacing, and contingency management.” This would not require people to manage each UAS individually
but rather have human managers controlling the system and ensuring the safety, security, and efficiency of
operations. NASA began testing their system in 2015 and will conduct their next test in 2018. That test will
observe cooperative and uncooperative UAS in moderately populated areas.
All of these investments and innovations will have a dramatic impact on the labor market. Concurrently,
appropriate education programs will need to be developed – rapidly – to meet this growing demand. First we’ll
look at the labor market and then discuss ways in which secondary and post-secondary educators will be able to
meet that demand.

SKILLS, JOBS, AND INDUSTRIES
For a typical drone mission, the crew consists of one pilot and one
or two sensor operators. The operators work in harmony with the
pilot, managing the systems that are connected to the drone
including infrared sensors, radar, camera equipment, aircraft
weapons systems, or electronic protection equipment.16 For
safety measures, the types of sensors a drone will need to be
equipped with include: barometers, altimeters, GMR (giant
magnetoresistance), temperature, and vibration. Jobs for
mission crewmen, pilots, and drone manufacturers skilled
in the use of these sensors and related equipment will
become commonplace as the industry grows and as
drones propel business practices into a new era.

Orange County is home to many DaaS (Drones as a Service) operators. Among them, Measure, the only national
operator, listed the following skills sought in a Drone Engineering Technician:17
Required Skills:
• Degree in Aeronautical, Mechanical, Electrical Engineering or other technical field
• Experience with UAVs and/or RC piloting/building
• Strong technical and organizational skills
• Excellent written and verbal communication skills
Self-starter able to look ahead and anticipate problems before they begin
• Ability to work efficiently and meet deadlines
• Unquestionable ethics and commitment to excellence
12

Desired Skills:
• Experience with robotics and basic electronics
• Previous experience in the professional or commercial UAV industry
• Expert level experience with DJI hardware and software
• Familiarity with computer programming (specifically Python, JavaScript, and C++)
• Keen understanding of civilian airspace and aeronautical charts
• FAA Remote Pilot Operator license
As of the writing of this ProSearch™ report there were over 1,000 drone related jobs available on Indeed.com,
300 of which were in California, and 24 of those within Orange County. LinkedIn had about 10 UAV related job
postings county-wide, and 12 appeared on Monster.com. These jobs include pilots, technicians, engineers, and
skilled manufacturing workers. Below are some examples of available drone-related job titles:
Agriculture Unmanned Aircraft Vehicle (UAV) Sales Specialist

Operations Research Analyst

Configuration Management Analyst

Senior Hardware or Software Technical Program Manager

Drone Engineering Technician

Senior Manager - Software Automation

Flight Dynamics and Controls Engineer

Sensor Operator

Flight Safety Manager

UAV Pilot

Full Motion Video (FMV) Analyst

UAV Software Developer

Geospatial Analyst

UAV Systems Site Lead

Imagery Analyst

UAV Systems Specialist

Mechanical Engineering Test Specialist

UAV Technician

Mission Coordinator

Unmanned Aircraft Systems Operators

Network or Systems Administrator

13

“UAV Jobs.” Drone Training HQ, dronetraininghq.com/uav-jobs/.
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Agriculture
Drones are able to cover ground quickly and capture live data as well as aerial footage simultaneously. Drones
are currently helping farmers oversee crop health, pesticide control, manage irrigation systems, perform
soil analysis, and identify heat signatures.19 According to WinterGreen Research, “The worldwide market for
agricultural drones is $494 million anticipated to reach $3.69 billion by 2022”. 20 Agriculture drones are the
new popular technology that is gaining widespread application throughout the industry. It is anticipated that
agriculture drones will create 85% of the demand for commercial drones by 2025.21 Complete agriculture drone
systems cost between $1,500 and $25,000, a small investment to implement precision agriculture and return
much higher crop yields.22 Farmers can either learn to fly drones themselves or hire third party drone companies
who specialize in agricultural services, such as Agribotix in Colorado, named one of “The Most Innovative
Agtech Startups” by Tekedia.23 The most important factor for farmers is to ensure that consistent flying speeds
are met so that the the crop spraying is at the highest level of accuracy, hence the precision aspect of “smart
farming”.
The eBee SQ by SenseFly is one of several top agriculture fixed wing drones, able to cover 500 acres in a
single flight with a cruising speed of 25-65 mph.24 This is ten times more coverage than a quadcopter is capable
of surveying. With sensors and image processing software included, this drone captures the following in one
flight: Vegetation indices (NDVI, CCCI, NDRE, MCARI, CWSI, et al), plant counts, soil H20 levels, soil temperature,
topography/3D mapping.25
Another popular agriculture drone type is the multi-rotor drone, or quadcopter, which can be used to fly low
and slow to capture more intricate data sets. The imaging from this type of drone can be more precise as well,
therefore, it is a better option for surveying and mapping purposes. Due to the pace if this drone, it can only fly
50 acres on one battery charge. It also has a smaller payload than the fixed wing drone, meaning it cannot carry
as many sensors. Fixed wing drones are better suited for covering vast amounts of unobstructed land whereas
multi-rotor drones are best used to investigate troublesome areas of the farm.
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Construction
Incorporating drones into construction projects
allows contractors to quickly and efficiently
survey a job site. Data collected can be applied
to: pre-construction topographic surveys, project
estimates, civil survey designs, project earthworks
volume tracking, as-built surveys.26 3D mapping
technology can also be leveraged to show clients
an entire view of a construction site without
obstructions. Kespry offers a drone that operates
without any joystick or piloting necessary and
uploads data instantly to the Kespry Cloud, ready
for analysis. This also minimizes human risk in
acquiring crucial insights to the obstacles and
progress of any project.

Insurance Claims
AIG was “one of the first insurers approved to operate drones for risk assessment and management… [to]
assess claims quickly”.27 Their operation is entirely in-house, building and flying drones without any external
partnerships. Using drones helps with site inspection and captures imagery, again without any risk to human life
and with the ability to capture more than what they were previously able to see or was feasible to obtain.
Public Safety & Disaster Management
Fire Departments in Northern California have been using drones to help save lives since January 2017: “Menlo
Park Fire Protection District, the Alameda County Sheriff’s Office and the Fremont Fire Department are already
flying regular missions”.28 Although the public has privacy concerns, the officers abide by the oder to only use
drones when human life is at stake. Chula Vista Fire and Police Departments are currently being trained as their
drone program launched July 2017, again with the promise to prohibit the use of such drones for surveillance.29
As California moves to adopt drones to help the public in times of crisis, there will be a greater need for drone
pilots and drone software managers to assist missions within each department.
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Law Enforcement
Drones across multiple industries are replacing helicopters which can cost hundreds or even thousands of
dollars per hour to dispatch. In the UK, multiple police units are using drones for just that, costing them only
£2,000 each instead of £800 per hour for a helicopter).30 These drones are flying to complement the police
force, not replace officers.
“The head of the unit, Chief Superintendent Jim Nye, said: ‘Drones will aid officers as part of missing person
searches; crime scene photography; responding to major road traffic collisions; coastal and woodland searches
and to combat wildlife crime.’” “Drones can even help police track and monitor suspects during a firearm
or terrorist incident, as it will allow officers to gain vital information, quickly, safely, and allow us to respond
effectively at the scene.”
Real Estate/OC Companies
Real estate has been one of the early industry adopters of drone technologies in the Orange County region.
Most local drone companies serve as aerial mappers for housing projects, creating marketing footage for
realtors. Companies in the area include Signature Home Inspection, Dyna Drones, LA Video Drone, and Drone
House Media. Although DigiPulse Video offers their services in real estate, they focus more on being one of
the regional leaders in 2D, 3D, and Creative HD videography for both aerial and ground.31 They were the first
FAA approved company in Orange County and operate out of Irvine. Most of the companies are general video
and photography companies that use their drone imaging capabilities wherever applicable including weddings,
sporting events, and 3D tours.
Aerial Drone Pros offers one-hour professional drone training, demonstrating best practices on any of the
following commonly used drone platforms: Mavic Pro, Phantom 4, Inspire 1, Yuneec Typhoon Series, or a Matrice
600 Ultimate Industrial Package.32
K2 Unmanned Systems is an international drone company headquartered in Huntington Beach and British
Columbia. They specialize in first responder and search & rescue units (SAR), real estate, infrastructure, oil and
gas pipeline monitoring, border patrols, and wildlife conservation. K2 Unmanned also held a training for Central
Valley First Responders in 2016, demonstrating their custom “Guardian multipurpose unit, which can deliver
emergency supplies”.33
They also established their UAS Training Academy with training programs held on-site and online to help
teams achieve the FAA Part 107 Remote Pilot Certification.34 “Light-aircraft crashes are the No. 1 killer of wildlife
biologists. Between 1937 and 2000, 91 biologists and other scientists died in the field, according to a 2003 study
in the Wildlife Society Bulletin, and 60 of them were killed in plane or helicopter crashes. What’s more, the study
says, most of those 60 appeared to have been flying at the low altitudes necessary for observing and tracking
wildlife… Our systems offer a low environmental and financial impact with no compromise to results”.35
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Defense/Military
Drones have been commonplace in military missions for
years, both on land and sea. Lockheed Martin developed
a maritime drone called the Marlin, which “offers a range
of civilian and military customers a quick and safe way
to conduct subsea surveys and inspections”.36 With
their real-time visualization, the Marlin helps to perform
inspections within hours that would typically take days or
weeks, reaching up to 4 knots sprinting and cruising for
up to 18 hours.
Northrop Grumman has a similar drone, the MQ-4C Triton
UAS, that has demonstrated successfully transferring “full
motion video to a P-8A Poseidon in flight, proving a key
capability to significantly enhance its ability to detect,
track, classify and identify maritime threats”. 37 Northrop
Grumman’s Global Hawk drone has aided military and safety for over 16 years.38 It has responded to the natural
disasters in Haiti and Japan, California wildfires, and countless other humanitarian efforts. It has covered 3 times
more ground operating in Afghanistan than a U2 plane could within the same amount of time and has saved
both military and civilian lives around the world.
In June 2017, President Trump met with Prime Minister Narendra Modi of India to close on a deal, selling 22
Guardian maritime drones worth about $2 billion to boost their military efforts.39 According to policy created by
President Obama in 2015, the US will not export armed drones unless there is a joint allied military operation
where they would be necessary. Although India is requesting them in addition to the current drone deal, they
are looking to other allies like Israel who have the capabilities of sending armed drones to trusted partners.

Offshore Oil/Gas and Refining
Journalism
Pipelines

Clean Energy
Mining
Utilities - Thermal infrared power line surveys

Mapping
In addition to the mapping done by drones discussed above, the drone pilot also needs a map to know where
it is safe to fly. Hivemapper is a company dedicated to showing drone pilots where city regulations stand
regarding no-fly zones. Hivemapper’s main focus is airport locations and safety, highlighting a 5-mile radius and
a 2-mile radius around all airports.40 This mapping tools aids drone pilots in flying safely and legally, knowing the
best places to fly before lift-off.
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Telecommunication
Several companies have been testing the use of LTE for drone piloting and establishing “connected drone”
networks. Qualcomm tested their LTE drones in May 2017 at the Qualcomm UAS Flight Center in San Diego,
using indicators such as “coverage, signal strength, throughput, latency, and mobility under various scenarios on
commercial LTE networks”.41 The results were as follows:
“The field trial demonstrated that LTE networks can support safe drone operation in real-world environments.
Our findings showed that existing commercial cellular networks can provide coverage to drones at low altitudes
up to 400 feet AGL. Our test drones also showed seamless handovers between different base stations during
flights.”
AT&T, on the other hand, is testing drones called flying COWs - Cell on Wings - that will help provide LTE signals
to rural areas that have little to no coverage.42 The primary use of these drones will be during large events when
cellular coverage drops or during disasters when all connectivity is lost. They can fly up to 300 feet and provide
40 square miles of coverage per drone helping people reach those in crisis areas by sending texts and calls via
the connected drone.
Facebook is launching a fleet of solar powered drones to provide Internet to those without access.43 They
tested their first drone, Aquila, in July 2016 with the vision of eventually having “these high-altitude planes…
stay airborne for up to 90 days at a time and beam broadband coverage to a 60-mile-wide area on the ground.”
Facebook plans to design the drones with capabilities of flying in extreme weather conditions as well as at both
low and high altitudes. According to the guardian, “The drone weighs about 1,000lb and has a longer wingspan
than a Boeing 747”.44
Weather monitoring
Currently, the U.S. National Weather Service sends weather balloons to detect weather patterns and gathers
data from NASA’s Iridium communications satellite network that has a weather monitoring probe.45 Drones
equipped with the weather detecting TAMDAR system would be able to gather intricate data from rural areas
that the current system is not able to as well as obtain more real-time data. They can also observe areas of the
sky that have not been studied as closely, analyzing aspects including altitude, airspeed, turbulence, moisture,
and pressure relative to the pilot. Drones can also fly directly into storms in order that more accurate warning
signals may be issued.
Freight Transport
Natilus is one of the first drone startups looking to disrupt the shipping industry. They are developing a 30-foot
cargo drone that is set to launch by late 2017.46 They are also hoping that with the results from these tests, they
can create an “80-foot drone that will begin flying routes from Los Angeles to Hawaii in 2019.” The cargo drones
would be flying at slower speeds than piloted planes and have the ability to take off and land in the water.
Utilizing cargo drones would cost half as much as a cargo plane with a crew. Their goal is to sell the drones to
FedEx and UPS with the help of aerospace manufacturers to speed up production.
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Drone Software and Manufacturing
Companies like Airware provide software to turn the data collected by drones into intelligence that businesses
can use to make decisions.47 Companies that also manufacture their own drones like Precision Hawk and
DroneDeploy offer SaaS platforms that allow users to manage the captured data within respective apps and can
even create models automatically from their mapping as the drone is flying.
Another example, EHang’s Ghostdrone 2.0, is solely controlled through their EHang Play app.48 With
headquarters in China, Düsseldorf and California, their EHang 184 is an eco-friendly Mega Drone that is “aiming
on providing Medium-Short Distance communication and transportation solution”.49
Although drones are fairly new in the commercial space, the world is quickly embracing them. In July 2017,
the city of Dubai will launch its passenger drone
program with the EHang 184, produced by the
Chinese company EHang. These drones have a
30 minute flight time capacity and are expected to
fly at a standard 62 mph. Dubai’s head of Roads
& Transportation Agency, Mattar al-Tayer, plans to
have these drones flying at the World Government
Summit and has successfully executed test flights
over the LTE mobile internet.50 The Vice President
of the UAE Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al
Maktoum continuously backs city developments
towards autonomous systems and anticipates 25%
of transportation involving autonomous systems by
2030, whether it be by car, drone, or even Tesla’s Hyperloop One.51
The leading drone manufacturer is Chinese-based DJI (Da-Jiang Innovation). They were founded in 2006
and have grown to be a $1 billion global leader of the civilian drone industry in just 10 years.52 They currently
hold 70% of the market, offering drones to enhance operations in the agriculture, public safety, building and
infrastructure, and energy sectors. Their top selling drone, the Mavic, is available for only $999 and performs
functions like precision hovering with 4K cameras embedded within the drone to create aerial footage.
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IMPLICATIONS FOR
EDUCATION AND
LEARNING
21

Planning is bringing
the future into the
present so that you
can do something
about it now.
- Alan

Lakein

Career opportunities for students with drone training are available in a wide variety of industries including the
military, firefighting, disaster relief, search and rescue, law enforcement, oil and gas operations, seismic study,
border patrol, traffic reporting, storm chasing, agriculture, package delivery, forestry, engineering, computer
science, commercial contractors, and film. Companies that hire drone engineers and pilots include the
aerospace and defense companies Northrop Grumman and Lockheed Martin as well as aircraft manufacturer
Boeing. As discussed earlier NASA is currently working on an air traffic control system for drones while online
retail giant Amazon is ready to deliver packages via drones. These are just a few examples of the proliferation of
drone technology in use today.53
The next five years will see a trend towards the variety and ubiquity of drones: more types of drones in many
more environments. For example, as an article on the Design Boom site (the gold standard for design innovation
across many industries) concluded that since “delivery drones will be as commonplace as delivery trucks,” virtual
reality and drone technology will fuse. In a practical sense this will mean everything from: more sophisticated
uses of virtual reality (VR) when piloting drones to “dronestagrams” where drones capture and share short-lived
selfies to using drones for detailed inspections of mineshafts as if inspectors were onsite (drones and VR are
currently being used for health and safety inspections of oil rigs)
The implications of this trend on the future of education include a parallel fusion of curricula and disciplines
as well as simultaneous use of drones and VR as a new pedagogical tool. A “drone” is, in fact, a combination
of technologies where the “incorporation of other technologies means the integration of multiple functions
(avionics, digital imaging, ICT, 3D Photogrammetry)”. In many ways then, there is no single “drone technology”
that a course, certificate or degrees can focus exclusively on. For example, robotics are more and more
becoming a part of the integrated system we call a “drone” – with the implication that robotics can and should
become part of any successful and relevant curricula. Eventually successful programs will need to able to
expand to incorporate the multiple functions that will undoubtedly evolve.54 55
As noted in the opening of this ProSearch™ report, in a 2014 SF TechBeat article, Bryan Galusha, the former
principal engineer at Rockwell Collins and co-founder of Fighting WalruS, offered some challenging (and
relevant) observations on drones and how they might impact occupations and tasks—observations as valuable
and valid today as they were three years ago. Paraphrasing Galusha, this technology has gained significant
traction with the public and is poised to become an integral part of our daily lives. Yet, despite recent
technological advances, drone automation is far from reality.
But, while drones suffer from both hardware and software limitations, hardware limitations are only issues of the
present. At the current rate of technological innovation, problems such as the above will be resolved and long
forgotten in a few years. Software limitations will also eventually be overcome. A critical part of this transition
will be overcoming the issues of “wetware” (i.e., the development of the workforce with drone aptitude). Drone
piloting is complicated and professional pilots may be more costly than companies are willing to spend at this
point. Drone aptitude, we predict, will extend widely outside of operating to other areas as well, ranging from
design skills to manufacturing, digital and information technology and even business and entrepreneurship.
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Furthermore, drones are very useful when they handle repetitive and dangerous tasks. The implication of this
for education and jobs is that jobs will change as the technology evolves. While a human pilot may be necessary
today, if it is a repetitive task such as structural inspections the drone could eventually be programmed to
conduct the flight automatically. Drone aptitude – yet to be clearly defined – will be the critical element in the
full scale expansion of drones into the economy and workforce sustained by continuing education similar to
other skilled professions. Furthermore, UAS will increasingly become an arm of information technology, data
management and logistics – spinoffs and related industries whose integration with UAS’s is yet to be fully
developed. This ongoing evolution will require ever closer relationships between education and industry.
As with all technological innovations, close collaboration between education and industry is critical to building
the workforce necessary to implement and support the innovation. One example of this close collaboration
is The University of Memphis. As an innovator in this field, the university has a well-established partnership
with FedEx.56 In another example, the Unmanned Safety Institute (USI) has launched a Career Pathways
Initiative “dedicated to finding direct job opportunities in the drone industry to those holding USI certification”
as professional remote pilots.57 USI is a subsidiary of ARGUS International Inc. which is a world leader in the
aviation industry.
There is an ever-widening range of program depth, requirements, outcomes, providers, recency and relevancy
– and we predict that proliferation to continue for the next five to ten years. The key trends will be in building a
robust pipeline of skilled professionals, creating interdisciplinary and cross-institution programs that support the
diversity of industries using drones, and defining a dynamic career pathway that supports the lifelong learning
necessary for this industry.
PIPELINE
Increasingly, K-12 educators – especially those focused on high school students, are incorporating drones
into the classroom experience as both as teaching tools and as a focus for STEM/STEAM education. The K-12
Internet Resource Center offers a plethora of resources for K-12 educators interested in either imbuing drones
into existing courses or developing specific curriculum.58 A more specific example is at Greenon High School
in Springfield, Ohio where students use drone software to map data from a natural disaster and create a safe
evacuation plan as part of the STEM program.
As a result of the increase in job opportunities in STEM (science, technology, engineering, and math) careers,
learning how to build a drone offers significant benefit to students from a STEM perspective. As part of
the general trend towards the ubiquity of drones we will see a related use of drones as educational tools
themselves in, for example, new environments such as makerspaces. According to Vala Afshar’s article 10
Uses of Drones in Higher Education in the Huffington Post,59 “the cost of drones for educational use ranges
from $500 to $3,000 depending on the features, battery life, camera quality, and accessories. They are small
and easily transportable, and can fit in a ruggedized hard case for travel. It is possible to utilize open source
software for real-time telemetry and to create 3D flight path files viewable with Google Earth, expanding the
possible research uses.” All of these factors will support a teacher’s efforts to imbue drone technology into their
classroom igniting a passion in the students for further education.
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INTERDISCIPLINARY
Model instructional pilots at community colleges have several common characteristics including: the deliberate
involvement of community stakeholders – educators and employers especially—at many levels; the planned
integration of drone-related curricula into as many relevant programs as feasible; and the full-scale adoption of
drones as an educational tool.60 Two-year colleges around the country are at various stages of implementing
these programs.

Northeast Wisconsin Technical College
NWTC offers low unit drone certificates though a three-course program
designed for individuals to develop an understanding of drone history, types
of aircraft, various applications of drone use, legal matters, safe usage, and
practical hands-on on flight experience. This is an example of the minimally
developed community college program. It is not necessarily integrated into other programs and is an entry level
introduction to the drone industry.61

Hazard Community and Technical College
An example of a more evolved program can be found at Kentucky’s Hazard Community and Technical College.62
This model program brings together K-12 programs, the community colleges, nonprofit organizations, and other
stakeholders to solve workforce needs in an economically distressed area.
Students attend a year-long high-school class in aerospace and aviation
organized by the Kentucky Valley Educational Cooperative, a nonprofit that
helps 21 school districts in southeastern Kentucky improve their education
systems. The Cooperative is working to take its aerospace program to the
next level by building an estimated $25 million drone-testing site in Hazard,
Kentucky, to help scientists and entrepreneurs hone their drone-related inventions and to prepare students
for jobs in the emerging industry. The college will be able to use the UAS Drone Port, with its 3,500-foot-long
runway, indoor testing lab, and classrooms, to offer more robust drone piloting and design programs.63
Some of the most important innovations in drone education involve novel partnerships between a range of
employers, non-profit organizations and community colleges. There will be an increasing trend towards the
creation and expansion of these kinds of coordinated efforts.
SkyOp,64 an educational organization located in New York, has partnered with Monroe Community College
and Mohawk Community College to offer instruction and training in small
unmanned aerial systems. A Monroe Community College Corporate
College Training Certificate is awarded after completing six 3-hour sessions.
Monroe was the first school in New York educating pilots and technicians to
operate small unmanned aerial vehicles (drones small enough to be lifted
by one person). The Mohawk Valley Community College, Center for Corporate and Community Education offers
a non-credit training program for Unmanned Aerial Systems. Students, therefore, have a wide range of options
from non-credit to for credit to professional development leading to certificates.
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Another exciting trend will be community colleges working across
organizational boundaries. For example, Edgecombe Community College and
Lenoir Community College in North Carolina recently began offering drone
programs earlier this month. LCC’s program will grant students an associate’s
degree in drone piloting. The program received FAA approval in June and will
be added as a technical track to the college’s aviation management program.
Graduates would be qualified to pilot UAVs for construction, agricultural and
videography applications, among others. ECC will focus on UAS training
through non-credit, continuing-education programs that may create an adult
pipeline into the for-credit program at LCC.
Other community colleges are targeting particular industries and occupations with new
technical programs, focusing on drone usage and/or research in addition to the design,
manufacturing or piloting of drones. For example, Piedmont Virginia Community College in
Charlottesville received a Blanket Certificate of Waiver/Authorization (COA) from the FAA
to “conduct research and development of aircraft and sensors, including unmanned aerial
vehicles, for public safety” agencies. The COA allows the college to test UAV aircraft and
specifically test sensors used by public-safety agencies in emergency-scenario conditions. The new curriculum
will include UAV pilot training, technical training with a focus on drone in police, fire and first-responder
agencies.
In another more focused example, Green River College in Auburn, WA is specializing in
providing training for drone operators for the film industry, pipeline patrols, smokestack
inspections, and precision agriculture. The College, however, is also working with
Maker-Space groups as well as several High School Skill Centers—and expansion of
their internal network which will continue to be a trend for the future.65
Several four-year and graduate institutions offer comprehensive ATS (automated technology systems)
professional certificates and degrees in drone design, manufacturing, software development, data analysis and
piloting often in the best facilities in the world. Below is a sample of institutions that are modeling best practices
such as: specialization in programs and/or certificates and degrees; the increased importance of facilities and
necessary equipment for competitiveness; improved responsiveness to the needs of industry and the career
plans of students; and increased resources dedicated to program development.

Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University (world renowned for its aeronautical education) provides training and
degrees to pilots and astronauts from around the globe. Classes are offered online and in physical locations
across the country including Part 107 ground school classes; drone safety
and operations training; risk management, and systems. Embry-Riddle also
offers professional certificate program in Small UAS. Embry-Riddle offers
a Bachelor of Science in Unmanned Aircraft Systems as well as a Master
of Science in Unmanned and Autonomous Systems Engineering focused
on unmanned and autonomous aircrafts, cars, surface and underwater vessels, and industrial robots. E-R even
offers a Master’s in Unmanned Systems is a non-engineering degree, which concentrates on policy design,
ethics, and systems management.66
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Indiana State University
Indiana State University offers a degree in Unmanned Systems focused on operators, designers and data
analysts.67

University of North Dakota
UND, the first school to offer an undergraduate degree in UAS, includes a UAS center of excellence for research
and training -- a useful tool for engaging industry – housed in The UND Center for Innovation.68

Pennsylvania State University
Penn State has specialized even more with its UAS programs offered through Penn State World, the university’s
online campus. Penn State World provides training in specialized skills for use with commercial drones; four
different degrees in geospatial education; and graduate certificates focused on GIS user.69
A critical trend in drone education will be, as said before, the development of new combinations of resources,
programs, players, and goals with flexible, continuously evolving options and formats (some specialized and
some more valuable to the broader community). Again, model programs of the future will bring all of these
elements together.
“Through its new commercial drone exemption from the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), Paramus, N.J.based Bergen Community College says it will be offering educational programs on unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs)...it is one of only three U.S. community colleges with a Section 333 exemption from the FAA. College
officials first sought permission in June, and Bergen will now leverage the newly granted exemption by
offering credit and non-credit coursework – including training programs for newsgathering companies and law
enforcement agencies that seek proficiency in using the technology...Previously, the college offered summer
classes that included designing and fabricating drones, but none featured outdoor flights.”70
Starting with discovery and exploration in high school, interdisciplinary technical education in community
colleges, and possible baccalaureate or graduate research work an education pathway is opening for the UAS
industry. Educators will need to better define it yet leave it as malleable as possible to fully support this dynamic
and evolving cross-sector industry. Community colleges will need to act quickly, with investment of the proper
resources, to meet this exciting demand.
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CONCLUSION
ATS and its applications in drones is more than a cluster of interrelated technologies. Drones are, in fact, at the
center of not only technological change but at the core of economic, occupational, education and even political
transformations. Drones are already affecting the ways goods are shipped and, eventually, the ways people
will be transported. Drone technologies are spinning off new occupations associated with designing, making,
piloting and creating businesses around them. And, of course, preparing a workforce able to enter and succeed
in these new occupations will require some innovative ways of collaboration – between colleges, between
departments, between employers and educators at all levels -- instruction, certifications and a recognition and
proactive response to the exponentially evolving field.
This report describes a complex current state. It even more importantly defines new opportunities, some
based on contemporary solutions already in place at colleges and universities and others projected into longer
timelines with the potential for unexplored answers and unprecedented missions. ATS is more complex than just
drones. Yet, in many ways, education based on answering the needs of students and employers is a test zone
– a lab for designers, a makerspace for drones, a pilot for the pilots of the future—and a chance to create new
ways of cooperating and innovating for the future.
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